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Abstract— We had released MoNuSAC2020 as one of the largest
publicly available, manually annotated, curated, multi-class, and
multi-instance medical image segmentation datasets. Based on
this dataset, we had organized a challenge at the International
Symposium on Biomedical Imaging (ISBI) 2020. Along with the
challenge participants, we had published an article summarizing
the results and findings of the challenge (Verma et al., 2021).
Foucart et al. (2022) in their “Analysis of the MoNuSAC 2020 chal-
lenge evaluation and results: metric implementation errors” have
pointed ways in which the computation of the segmentation per-
formance metric for the challenge can be corrected or improved.
After a careful examination of their analysis, we have found a small
bug in our code and an erroneous column-header swap in one of
our result tables. Here, we present our response to their analysis,
and issue an errata. After fixing the bug the challenge rankings
remain largely unaffected. On the other hand, two of Foucart et
al.’s other suggestions are good for future consideration, but it is
not clear that those should be immediately implemented. We thank
Foucart et al. for their detailed analysis to help us fix the two errors.

Index Terms— Nucleus segmentation, MoNuSAC, compu-
tational pathology, challenges.

I. INTRODUCTION

The main objective of creating the multi-organ nucleus segmenta-
tion and classification (MoNuSAC) dataset [3] was to encourage the
computer vision and computational pathology research community
to develop approaches for instance segmentation of nuclei in hema-
toxylin and eosin (H&E) stained tissue images for further studies of
tumor pathobiology. The dataset is one of the largest and most diverse
of fully manually annotated and curated medical imaging datasets for
any imaging modality, as it contains 46,000 hand-annotated nuclei
covering 71 patients, 31 hospitals, four cancer types (kidney, lung,
prostate, and breast), and four cell types (epithelial, lymphocytes, neu-
trophils, and macrophages). The design of the associated challenge
(MoNuSAC2020) went through rigorous evaluation for acceptance
to the International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging (ISBI) 2020.
The objective of the associated article submitted to IEEE Transactions
on Medical Imaging [1] was to provide descriptions of the algorithms
that were submitted as part of the challenge and inform the reader
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about directional utility of different techniques. We hope that the
resources provided with the article – the dataset and the challenge
participants’ algorithm details – will support future research in quan-
titative characterization of the tumor microenvironment.

We used panoptic quality (PQ) [4] as a metric to evaluate the
submissions to the challenge and provided a detailed description
of PQ computation in our article [1]. We also released the code
for further transparency into how the metric was computed [5].
However, the main issues with any metric that we know of are
two fold. Firstly, there is always a subjective trade-off between
relatively overemphasizing one type or error or the other, or even
double-counting some errors. For instance, it is not clear if each
error be weighted equally at the object instance-level or the pixel-
level. Secondly, when the number of classes, instances, images, and
patients increase, there is no perfect aggregation strategy with no
disadvantages. For instance, it is not clear if a patient contributes
multiple images to a dataset, should a metric be computed at an
image-level (especially, if image sizes can be very different) or at
the patient-level before aggregation using methods such as simple
averaging, or should the size of the images or the number of
objects be used as weights. In particular, for multi-class and multi-
image segmentation, the best way to aggregate the results is an open
problem. We did realize even at the time of proposing the average
panoptic quality (a-PQ) metric for the challenge that it may not be a
perfect metric, and different readers will find different pros and cons
with it. We took a decision to take the arithmetic mean of per-class
and per-image PQ results, as stated clearly in Section III.C (including
Equation 1) of the post-challenge article [1].

In their analysis [2], Foucart et al. seem to have spent considerable
effort analyzing our computation of the challenge results. They
have claimed that there is an error in our implementation of the
evaluation metric and another error in one of the supplementary
tables. Additionally, they have made further interpretations based
on some of the files on our GitHub repository [5]. Addition-
ally, they have hosted a detailed analysis on their own GitHub
repository [6].

We have carefully analyzed their assertions, and have found
merit in one code bug and one column header swap pointed out
by Foucart et al. [2]. The rest of their suggestions are also worth
considering for the future, but it is not clear if their suggested solution
needs to be immediately incorporated. We recap the assertions by
Foucart et al. [2], present our assessment of these, and issue the
errata based on those that require immediate fixing. Overall, the
conclusions of the MoNuSAC2020 challenge [1], [3] remain largely
unaffected.

II. ASSESSMENT OF THE CLAIMS BY FOUCART et al.

In this section we distill the assertions by Foucart et al. in their
Analysis [2] for completeness and conciseness, and present our
assessment of each of these, starting with the ones that require
immediate fixing.
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A. Computation of the Challenge Metric

In the Section II.A of their analysis [2], Foucart et al. point that
there is a bug in the code released on our GitHub repository [5] in
computing the PQ metric, where in certain cases “a False Positive
will be incorrectly added to the tally.” In particular, they point out
that “the problem happens when removing the index of the predicted
object. The published code removes the elements where pred indx
list == [indx][0], when it should be pred indx list == matched
instances[indx][0]. In the challenge version, [indx][0] will resolve to
indx, which is the ground truth object index. If this particular ground
truth index is not present in the predicted index list, no object will
be removed.”

Indeed, this is true. This bug was an oversight on our part when
we translated the algorithm for PQ metric described in our article [1]
(Section III.C, Equation 1) into code in this single line. We have
thoroughly rechecked the code and it seems free of other bugs.
Fortunately, as we show in Section III, the impact of fixing this bug
is small, and we are releasing the fixed code, corrected PQ scores,
and the corrected rankings.

B. Column Header Swap in a Supplementary Table
As pointed in the Table I and Section II.B of Foucart et al.’s

Analysis [2], there indeed was an inadvertent swap in the column
headers of one of tables in the Supplementary Material. The partici-
pating entries in the challenge were compared for their overall a-PQ
scores, while to add nuance to the results, we also reported results by
cell-type. In Supplementary Table S2 we accidentally swapped the
column headers for macrophages and neutrophils. However, this has
no material effect on the ranking of the challenge entries. We have
now thoroughly checked that the rest of the results are free of
errors. However, in light of the changes identified in Section II-B,
all these numbers also have to updated after the column header
swap (see Section III).

C. Claim About Undetected False Positives
In the Section III of their Analysis [2], Foucart et al. claim that

our implementation of the PQ metric misses a certain type of false
positive. According to them, “the problem is that there is nothing in
the provided code that checks for additional files in a team predictions
directory without corresponding files in the ground truth directory.”

Here, we would like to point that the false positive for one class
will be false negative for another class in an mutually exclusive and
exhaustive multi-class multi-instance detection problem. We did not
want to double count an error, and therefore our loops for error
counting run over the ground truth objects. The interpretation of
positives and negatives in multi-class problems is a matter interpre-
tation until settled, and this leads to multiple ways of computing the
PQ metric for multi-class problems. We do find merit in Foucart et
al.’s interpretation also, but because this is not a binary segmentation
problem with only one interpretation of a positive match, we think
that a further evolution of a multi-class segmentation metric is needed.

D. Aggregation of PQ Metric
In Section IV of their analysis, Foucart et al. suggest that if

an average of the per-class PQ metric is computed across all the
test images in a per-image sense, then it will unfairly weigh the
performance of those images that have very few nuclei of that class at
par with the other images that have more nuclei of the same class [2].
They suggest that the average should be computed per-patient, and
not per-image.

This is a feedback worth considering for future challenges. An anti-
dote to assigning equal weight to all images could be to compute an
aggregated PQ index over patients (as suggested by Foucart et al.),
or even the entire dataset, wherein all the sums in the numerator

TABLE I
MoNuSAC2020 CHALLENGE RESULTS UPDATE (ERRATA): THE

PREVIOUS AND UPDATED RANKS OF THE TEAMS THAT SUBMITTED

THEIR RESULTS TILL THE CHALLENGE DEADLINE APPEAR WITH

AN “L” PREFIX, WHILE THOSE OF THE TEAMS THAT SUBMITTED

THEIR RESULTS BY THE POST-CHALLENGE DEADLINE APPEAR

WITH A “PL” PREFIX – SAME AS THE CONVENTION

FOLLOWED IN OUR ORIGINAL ARTICLE [1]

and denominator of a-PQ computation (Equation 1 in the MoNuSAC
article [1]) run over all nuclei of all images. Such an approach
would naturally weigh each image by the number of entities or
relevant pixels present. Indeed, we had previously taken this latter
approach in proposing the aggregated Jaccard index for the single-
class classification for the MoNuSeg challenge in 2016 [7]. However,
this approach does not allow for a robust computation of confidence
intervals, as one computes the metric only once per class for all the
images. Therefore, we took the approach described in our article [1]
and our code [3], [5].

However, Foucart et al.’s claim [2] that “the post-challenge pub-
lication makes it clear that the PQ metric should be computed per-
class c and per-patient p as P Q p

c , and not per sub-image i as
P Qi

c”, seems to be based on some confusion. Nowhere in our post-
challenge publication [1] (see Section III.C and Equation 1 therein)
or our GitHub page or code [3], [5] is it mentioned that PQ is first
computed for each patient. We repeatedly mention computing the
score for each image (called sub-image in [2]) indexed by i . We think
that the source of this confusion is a typing error in Section III.C of
the post-challenge publication [1], where the number of test images
should have been 101 and not 25.

E. Use of Color-Coded Scratch Results From GitHub

In their Analysis [2], Foucart et al. have made several conclusions
based on color-coded images that were found on our GitHub repos-
itory [5]. We reproduce a list of those statements below:

1) “Predictions of the ”top teams” were not released in this
format. Instead, ”color-coded” predictions were released, with
a single RGB image per sub-image (each class being associated
with a color), and borders being added to the objects to show
the separation of close or overlapping nuclei.”

2) “We also test the impact of the bug using a single image
from the ”SJTU 426” team’s prediction. We demonstrate that
offsetting the label indices without changing anything else
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TABLE II
AMENDED SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE S2 SHOWING PER-ORGAN AND PER-NUCLEUS-CLASS AVERAGE PQ SCORES

FOR THE PARTICIPATING TEAMS (WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL) BASED ON UPDATED RANK

about the prediction mask leads to computed PQs ranging
from 0.385 (completely unaligned indices) to 0.501 (completely
aligned indices) for the Lymphocyte class.”

3) “The provided color-coded images, however, are sufficient to
demonstrate the problems in the computation of the metric.”

4) “To check if this was the case in the challenge results,
we recomputed the full PQ metric of the SJTU 426 team based
on the color-coded masks.”

5) “Looking at the history of the PQ metric.ipynb file2, we can
see a ”result dump” for several of the participating teams,
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showing the per-image, per-class PQ computed on the entire
test set. According to this result dump, the score computed for
the image and class mentioned above of the SJTU 426 team
was 0.381, which is very close to our ”worst case scenario”
score of 0.385.”

We would like to emphasize that the color-coded images hosted
on GitHub [5] were never meant to be a proxy for official challenge
results, and we did not include any explanatory text to give an
impression otherwise. Some of these images were generated using
preliminary results and preliminary codes. These images should not
be used for making any conclusions about the challenge results.

Additionally, we had committed to the challenge participants that
their code and raw results will not be released, in order to encourage
participation, for example, from commercial entities that are sensitive
about their intellectual property falling into public domain.

Although, we appreciate the efforts made by Foucart et al. in
analyzing these color-coded images, we caution them and the other
readers against reading too much into the color-coded results of some
of the test images in our GitHub dump [5], as these might be old
or even incorrect, and these are not the official results.

F. Foucart et al.’s Implementation of Metric Computation
In their Analysis [2], Foucart et al. have asserted that they have

shown where to fix our code, reproduced erroneous results using the
previous version of the code, and hosted their own code and results on
their GitHub repository [6]. We reproduce a list of those statements
below:

1) “A full technical description of the errors as well as all the code
necessary to reproduce our results are available on GitHub:
https://github.com/adfoucart/monusac-resultscode-analysis”

2) “In our code on GitHub, we use synthetic data to check that
the published code behaves as we described above, and that
replacing the problematic line in the code with our fix makes
the problem disappear.”

3) “Based on our analysis (see supplementary materials on
GitHub), 439 nuclei detected by the SJTU 426 team are with
no corresponding ground truth object but are not counted as
False Positives.”

We have examined Foucart et al.’s code and found it to be in
line with their analysis. In particular, the suggested change to fix the
bug in the indexing of nuclei for calculating the challenge metric
is correct, and we have incorporated it in our errata. On the other
hand, for the part of their code that claims to fix the missed false
positives, we leave the choice of whether or not to double-count an
error (false positive for one class and false negative for another class
in a multi-class problem) to the reader, until a more unambiguous
metric comes along.

III. ERRATA AND IMPACT

We now show the impact of the bug discovered by Foucart et al.
in our code for computation of the PQ metric, and the inadvertent
column header swap in a supplementary results table.

A. Fixing the PQ Metric Computation

Based on fixing the bug in our code for computing the PQ metric
discovered by Foucart et al. (Section II.A of the Analysis [2] and
Section II-A of this Errata), there were changes in the a-PQ metric of
the challenge entries. Fortunately, the changes are small in magnitude
and the affect on the resulting ranking is also small. The changes in
the metric and the rankings are shown in Table I. We have made
these changes on the challenge webpage [3] as well, and clarified
the change and the bug-fix on both the challenge webpage and our
GitHub repository [3].

B. Typing Error for the Number of Images

In our post-challenge publication, the number of test images in
Section III.C of our post-challenge publication [1] should be 101,
and not 25. The number of test patients was 25, but the PQ metric
was averaged at the per-image level, as clearly stated previously [1].

C. Changes in Per-Organ Results in Supplementary Material

Based on fixing the bug in our code discovered by Foucart et al.
(Section II.A of [2] and Section II-A of this Errata) and the correction
of the inadvertent column-header swap in the supplementary results,
the Supplementary Table S2 in the Supplementary Material of the
post-challenge publication [1] and the Challenge webpage [3] was
recomputed, and is shown here as Table II. We have also reformatted
the table for more clarity.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We thank Foucart et al. for their thorough and careful analysis [2]
of the MoNuSAC challenge results in the manuscript [1] and its
webpage [3], as well as carefully combing through our metric com-
putation and aggregation code [5]. Due to Foucart et al.’s analysis,
we were able confirm and fix a bug in our code.

Through the impact analysis and the errata here we confirm that
the impact of the bug is small, and the overall directional findings of
the MoNuSAC Challenge remain largely unaffected [1], [3].

Our publication of the error metric and its code along with
Foucart et al.’s analysis highlights importance of openness and trans-
parency in organizing medical image analysis challenges. Various
such challenges are, fortunately, going in this direction of increased
openness and robustness in the evaluation of the results. For instance,
the Challenges Track for ISBI 2022, of which of the co-authors
of this Errata is a Co-Chair, is not only recommending to the
challenge organizers to declare their metric publicly beforehand,
but also recommending that the organizers allow a certain period
within which the challenge participants can suggest amendments or
alternatives with proper reasoning before fixing the final metric.

Another valuable outcome of Foucart et al.’s analysis is to highlight
the need for better metrics for multi-class, multi-instance, and multi-
image segmentation problems, and their aggregation methods. This
search for metrics is even more relevant to medical image datasets,
where there are hierarchies of possible aggregation levels from
patients to cohorts to hospitals or labs to populations, for instance.
As is clear from this debate, there are pros and cons of various
aggregation methods, and we hope that more widely debated and
accepted multi-class and multi-instance segmentation metric and their
aggregation methods will evolve with such analyses.
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